
Method Used
How did they implement the study? (should be in Method)

Sample N = 

demographics

how recruited

#DNC or withdrew

incentive

Design   descriptive (variables only) IV = 

correlational (relationship between IV and DV) DV = 

experimental (IV, DV and causality … requires random assignment to IV condition) Confounding Variables? 

quasi-experimental (experimental but no random assignment to IV condition)

Procedure

Study

Reliability of Study
(consistency)

Get similar results with new 
participants or new methods

Validity of Study internal cause & effect - no alternate cause(s)

no confounding variable(s) that could explain observations and results

external results are generalizable … results from small sample (usually lab) can be extended to whole population

Measurement qualitative quantitative

Scale nominal (categories) ordinal (rankings)   interval (ratings) ratio (quantity)

Type questionnaire open-ended 
closed-ended 
forced choice

observation

other ____________
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Paper

Validity face (personal judgement on whether test is 
well constructed and useful) 

construct (statistical measure of whether test 
is well constructed and useful … measures the 
construct it says it is)

content - focus on a BEHAVIOUR (qualitative; elements of the test are 
relevant to and covers all aspects of the construct)

convergent (if theory predicts that one measure/variable is related to 
another, then the stats confirm it) … can claim convergent validity if 
correlation coefficient is above .70

NOTE: Research study that shows both convergent 
and divergent validity it is considered to have 
excellent construct validity 

divergent/discriminant (if theory predicts that one measure/variable 
shouldn't have any relationship to another, then the stats confirm it 
doesn't) … can claim if correlation coefficient is 0

criterion - focus on a SCORE (measures a new test or procedure against a 
well-established, valid benchmark ex. IQ test)

concurrent (tests take place at the same time)

predictive (test takes place a considerable 
amount of time after initial test)

Reliability internal consistency (participant's consistency of responses to all items) Crohbach's alpha () (correlation between all items) 
… value of .70 or higher considered acceptable

split-half (compares scores of 1/2 items to other half 
.…usually even numbered items to odd) … value of .70 or higher considered acceptable

test-retest (redo same test at later time)

alternate forms (redo equivalent test 
presented in different form)

inter-rater (determined by various experts)

Reliability & Validity Assessment
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